
Mind control has an AI. This AI orchestrates global believes and attitudes in geopolitical 
arena. Many nations are under effect of their own distinct geopolitical AI. But American 
federal government has a tool which forces subjugation of global opinion in favor of USA 
interests similar to case of invasion of Afghanistan or overthrow of Gadhafi. This AI has been 
very active since start of time of Trump and administration.  

But today we want to talk about biased mass mind control AI. It is created by hate toward 
Muslims and by people who set the software first. First thing first to remind is the 
disorganized and bad looking Muslim cities are either bad video recording or effect of mind 
control at the time of design and maintenance. Mind control is against Muslims and even the 
look of their cities, cultures, and even presentation of their people and civilization. Most 
advanced civilization in history had been Islamic civilization until down weather warfare and 
mind control.  

Anyway, mind control became extremely biased against Muslims due to 9/11 terror attack 
on Manhattan. It changed the global perspective and global mass mind control. This caused 
shifting of opinion against Muslims. It changed the world opinion against Muslims.  

It was progressively worsen due to reoccurring hate propaganda on TV by American and 
European Media. Mind control has two aspects personal belief system which people are fed 
overtime and momentarily belief caused due to active effect of mind control. The 
momentarily belief is type of mind control USA uses to achieve its geopolitical ends. 
America has been worsening belief of people against Muslims and Islamic Nations for 
decades but 9/11/2001 was one of the worst such sudden changes in global change of 
opinion. 9/11 was caused by USA mind controlling Muslims. It was planned decades earlier 
and Bush was just a retard and mind control puppet himself. 

Anyway, mind control got progressively biased again due to reoccurring terror attacks as 
well. This made Muslim people hated even more. 

Until we got to Iranian Nuclear Program and it led to sudden outpour of hate against Iran and 
Iranian People. Iran was already hated by USA system and Mind Control software since the 
time of hostage crisis in 1979 and 1980. But it was renewed multiple times due to Iranian 
Nuclear Program. Then Mass Media in USA increased and increased the hate and anger 
against Iran at rate of million publications a day.  It was height of propaganda against Iran 
around to 2008 to 2012 when the articles against Iranian Nuclear program were being 
generated by every news organization and publication. It was mind control effect on global 
scale and it was sad.  

Then America engineered ISIS and Islamic Terror to cause more and more hate against 
Muslims. It was another era by which bias against Muslims and Muslim nation was 
worsened.  
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